
 
Slovak media have reported several cases of how the Slovak Payment Agency dealt with 
competing applications for direct payments on the same land. Let’s put aside the specificities 
of the overall Slovak farmland ownership situation as well as the responsibility of the Slovak 
Land register in this matter and focus only on what the Slovak Payment Agency can and should 
do. Apparently, in Slovakia, it is possible to legally claim direct payments on land that you 
neither own nor rent, and receive funding before all the formal checks have been made. Is this 
correct? 
 
This must make your job very difficult; can you explain to us in this context what “krizenie” 
[krizhenié] – “crossing of claims” means? 
 
How does an owner of land in Slovakia find out if anyone else is getting direct payments for 
his/her land? 
 
Renting contracts for agricultural land being subject to no verification, validation nor 
registration by any public authority in Slovakia, how do you actually control who has the right 
to work on a given land? 
 
Would you agree that much of the competing claims situations that your agency is dealing 
with could be avoided if all renting contracts were available in the information system of the 
land registry? Why haven’t you been pushing for improvement on this key issue? 
 
Most of the renting contracts for land for agricultural use are signed for longer than 5 years. 
The land register has a legal obligation to keep copies of all renting contracts with the duration 
of at least 5 years. But your Agency is way too often confronted with the fact that the land 
register does not comply with this obligation. Why haven’t you initiated a legal proceeding for 
failure to comply with the existing legislation in this respect? 
 
Would you be in favour of giving full public access to LPIS data, ecological focus areas’ and 
landscape elements’ mapping? Could this be done in the ZBGIS application? 
 
According to the same media reports, when there are competing claims, the Slovak Payment 
Agency sends a control to establish who has the right on the disputed land and, if it is unable 
to determine it, withholds direct payments. Is this correct? 
 
Is it true that it is enough for someone claiming that he/she works on a given land to cut some 
grass on it, to be considered, by your Agency, as entitled to direct payments? 
 
How do you ascertain who actually really works as a farmer on a disputed land? 
 
Are you personally involved in such decisions? 
 
You in any case bear the responsibility of the Slovak Payment Agency’s decisions, so what is 
the degree of discretion you have in such cases? 
 
For how long can you withhold payments? 



 
How many such cases are currently open? Can you quantify the overall amount of withheld 
direct payments under your watch?  
 
How many of such cases implicate or implicated the company Esin? How many of such cases 
implicate or implicated companies that are part of the J&T group? 
 
How many of such cases implicate or implicated companies that are part of Mr Babis’ Agrofert 
group? 
 
Would you agree that your decision to withhold payments or not and its timing are extremely 
important as it could actually contribute to ruining farmers? 
 
According to the reports in Slovak media, there seems to be cases when such disputes and 
your decision to withhold direct payments were used as a means to cut competitors from 
cash. Would you agree that the farmers or companies that would claim direct payments in 
order to cut their competitors from cash should be subjected to a criminal investigation? 
Have you initiated any such criminal investigation? 
 
According to Slovak media reports, you have initiated criminal proceedings for a blatant fraud 
case involving the company Gard. This company claimed and obtained direct payments for 
what turned out to be a parking lot and airport. This fraud was easily discovered when sifting 
through data contained in the Orthoimagery portal GSAA. How long have you been aware of 
this fraud case?  
 
How come that this kind of extremely rudimentary fraud has not been detected by your 
Agency, but had to be discovered by investigative journalists?  
 
Is data related to this fraud case still available on the GSAA portal? (Why not? Where is it?) 
 
Do you have the power to sanction farmers or companies which commit fraud?  
 
Do you at least apply reinforced scrutiny and systematic controls for any demand emanating 
from such companies, or any companies run or related to the people who have attempted to 
commit or have committed fraud? 
 
We understand that in the wake of the scandalous revelations, 3 employees of the VUPOP 
(Research Institution for land and land protection) were fired by the Agriculture minister. 
What was their responsibility in failing to discover the numerous frauds that were uncovered 
by investigative journalists in Slovakia, and about which you personally have apparently been 
informed a long time ago? 
 
So do you now apply any specific procedure on “crossing of claims” coming from the company 
Agro Porubka, for instance? 
 
Why not? According to the Slovak media reports, the same people who were behind the Gard 
company are now behind Agro Porubka. If Agro Porubka can’t be disqualified for requesting 



direct payments, shouldn’t you at least apply extreme caution and stringent controls with 
regard to any claim coming from such a company? 
 
Would you agree that there are systemic failures in the current system as designed in Slovakia 
for implementing the Common Agricultural policy? What can only be solved at EU level, and 
what is your direct responsibility? Please be very specific. 
 
How long have you been aware of these failures? What have you done about it? 
 
According to a farmer, Mr Beres, a standard fee for your Agency to close an eye on “minor 

irregularities” is 10% of the requested direct payments. That is a very specific and terrible accusation. 

What follow up have you made with regard to this public accusation of systematic corruption in the 

Slovak Payment Agency under your watch? 


